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You are invited to spend an evening with some 
 

NATURAL PORN KILLERS 
 

On: ____________________________________ 

 

Location: ____________________________________ 

 

Time: ____________________________________ 

 

Tel:   ________________Email: _______________ 

 
RSVP 

 
 
 
 

“Starlets & Studs Productions” are shooting “Pleasure Island”, an adult 
retelling of the classic pirate adventure “Treasure Island”.   But filming has 
come to a halt.  Venus Mount, Owner and Director of the studios, has been 
found murdered.  Slugged on the back of the neck with a twelve inch dildo.  
But which member of the cast decided it was time for Venus to be eclipsed? 

 
SAGGIA BOOBFLESH, 43, 
One Time Queen of Porn. 

Now an aging nymphomaniac. 
Playing Jacquetta Hawkins 

 

ROD SHAFTER, 32, 
Boyish, Athletic, Australian Porn 

Stud.  Known for his extra long talent. 
Playing Long Schlong Silver 

 
BANG YURASOV, 36, 

Former Russian Soldier with an extra 
thick weapon 

Playing Captain Bludgeon 
 

WANDA WHOPPERS, 28, 
Bodice Busting Glamour Model. 

Making her porn debut. 
Playing First Mate Mellons 

 
FRANCES HEAVEN, 24, 

Wide eyed, innocent looking, sexual 
tigress.  AKA “The Porn Princess”. 

Playing Princess Insatiable 
 

WILLY DROOP, 40, 
Lustful Lens Expert and Wanabee 
Porn Stud.  Venus’s Cameraman. 

Capturing the action on film 
 

 
You are invited to assist 

LIEUTENANT GULP, 36, 
Highly Moralistic LAPD Officer 

 

Discover Whodunnit!
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AN ARTICLE FROM “BLUE VIEWER” MAGAZINE 
JA NUA RY 2015 

 
any men dream of owning a porn studio but for one lucky woman that 
dream has come true.  Venus Mount inherited a studio when wealthy 
business tycoon Woody Wright-Stiff died last year.  Upon receiving 

her inheritance Venus left her position as a high class brothel mistress in 
Prague to run the small, independent adult movie house “Softcore Studios”.  
Blue Viewer caught up with her to find out how the transition has faired and to 
learn more about her next project, a feature film entitled “Pleasure Island”. 
 
 
BLUE VIEWER:  Well first of all I 
have to say inheriting a porn studio 
is incredible.  How did that come 
about? 
 
VENUS MOUNT:  Woody was an 
international businessman.  His 
many business trips often brought 
him to Prague and he frequently 
visited my brothel.  The two of us 
became good friends.  I have 
always been interested in adult 
movies and Woody knew that.  
Softcore Studios was just a small 
part of his business portfolio and 
so, in his will, he decided it would 
be a good laugh to leave it all to 
me. 
 
BV:  Any experience of the adult 
movie industry.  Your face seems 
vaguely familiar? 
 
VM:  Well I am an American by 
birth, and I did live here in LA for a 
time.  But no, I’ve only ever 
watched blue movies, never starred 
in them. 
 
BV:  And so here you are, back in 
your home country, running a 
small, independent film studio.  The 
first thing you did was to change 
the name of the studio from 
“Softcore Studios” to “Starlets and 
Studs Productions”.  Why? 
 

VM:  Woody ran the studio more as 
a hobby than a business.  He used 
it to make the kind of films he liked 
to see.  Whether they were 
profitable or not wasn’t an issue for 
a man of his wealth.  But now the 
studio is my livelihood.  I need it to 
make money.  Hence the first thing 
I did was to give it a more 
commercial title and one that is 
more representative of the films I 
intend to make. 
 
BV:  And I hear you’ve taken other 
decisions as well.  Such as 
poaching Miss Frances Heaven 
from Ruffuck Productions? 
 
VM:  That’s right.  I’ve had my eye 
on that girl for some time.  I believe 
she has a big future in the industry.  
She has that delightful combination 
of sweet innocent looks and a wild 
cat appetite in the sack.  At Ruffuck 
productions these attributes were 
completely passed by.  I intend to 
exploit them fully and turn Frances 
into a big star. 
 
BV:  And you have also brought 
over a Russian colleague from your 
brothel days.  I’m talking about 
Bang Yurasov. 
 
VM:  Yes.  Bang was my head of 
security at the brothel and a former 
soldier.  He is also very talented 
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down below.  Of course I know 
Softcore’s own in-house stud, Rod 
Shafter, has a monstrous talent 
between his legs.  But I thought it 
couldn’t hurt to bring in some fresh 
meat. 
 
BV:  Rumour has it that Rod’s not 
too keen on sharing the limelight? 
 
VM:  No comment. 
 
BV:  But back to your starlets.  The 
other star you inherited with the 
studio is Saggia Boobflesh, or 
“Pornella” as she was known in her 
heyday.  I should think her wealth 
of experience is invaluable to you.  
But you have to admit, she is 
getting a bit long in the tooth! 
 
VM:  She’s still got what it takes 
though.  An unsurpassed appetite 
for sex.  That is why she was 
Woody’s favourite leading lady.  
And although I admit she is not as 
young as she was, I have an 
excellent cameraman in Willy 
Droop.  He always knows the best 
angle to capture an actress from to 
exploit her charms for the camera. 
 
BV:  Hmm.  I did notice that he 
filmed Saggia with plenty of soft 
focus and subdued lighting in your 
quirkily titled debut film “The 
Princess and the Penis”  The film 
was extraordinarily well received.  
Why do you think that was? 
 
VM:  Partly because of the fresh 
faces of Frances and Bang, but 
mainly because I believe we got 
the balance right.  I don’t believe in 
just hardcore sex.  You’ve got to 
have humour as well.  And with the 
film being loosely based on a 
classic fairy story, viewers knew 
what to expect.  That’s why I’m 

keeping the format for my new 
project “Pleasure Island” 
 
BV:  Or “Privates of the Caribbean” 
as it’s been nicknamed.  I believe 
it’s a loose retelling of the classic 
Robert Louis Stevenson “Treasure 
Island”. 
 
VM:  Yes.  Although a very different 
kind of booty is on display and 
there is a lot of “Jolly Rogering” 
going on!  Rod will be getting his 
twelve incher out as Long Schlong 
Silver and Frances is going to play 
the heroine, Jacquetta Hawkins.  
And we’ve also signed up a new 
actress to make her debut in adult 
films.  Top pin up model and web 
success “Wanda Whoppers”.  So 
our pirate island should have more 
than its fair share of coconuts! 
 
BV:  I’ve seen Wanda and I think 
melons would be more appropriate!  
But filming on location is surely 
going to cost you a pretty penny.  
How do you finance it? 
 
VM:  We’ll be filming as much as 
we can in the studio, but there will 
be some outdoor shoots.  Most of 
the profits from “The Princess” 
have been ploughed back into 
“Pirates”.  But I have obtained 
finance from other sources too. 
 
BV:  Well I can’t wait for “Pleasure 
Island” to be released at the end of 
this year.  Good luck with the 
filming Venus, and in the 
meantime, on behalf of “Blue 
Viewer” readers, I’d like to thank 
you for your time. 
 
VM:  Thank you. 
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REPORT FROM “LA NEWS” 
O  CTO  B  E  R 2015

 
enus Mount, former brothel madam and head of the adult film studio 
“Starlets and Studs Productions” has been found sensationally 
murdered at her studios.  Police confirm that Miss Mount died from a 

broken neck after apparently being slugged from behind.  The murder weapon 
is believed to be a twelve inch dildo, modelled on the manhood of superhung 
porn star Rod Shafter. 
 
Miss Mount’s body was discovered on the set of her latest production, 
“Pleasure Island”, in bizarre circumstances.  Miss Wanda Whoppers, 
renowned glamour model and web-cam favourite, was rehearsing a solo 
scene for the film.  Seated astride a barrel, one of the props for the film, Miss 
Whoppers was enthusiastically pleasuring herself with a new style sex toy 
believed to be known as “Bang’s Banger”.  Miss Whoppers, who can only be 
described as top heavy, bounced so heavily on the barrel that it burst, 
revealing the body of Miss Mount which had been stuffed inside.  Miss 
Whoppers, finding herself suddenly on top of the stowed-away corpse, went 
into hysterics, thereby alerting other studio staff to the tragedy. 
 
Lieutenant Gulp of the Los Angeles Police Force is investigating.  The 
autopsy reveals Miss Mount was killed between 4.00pm and 8.00pm.  
Although the investigation is in its early stages, suspicion appears to be 
focussing on the six full time employees of “Starlets and Studs Productions”. 
 

FILMING SCHEDULE FOR DAY OF MURDER 
 

TIME 
 

SCENE AND STAFF REQUIRED 

 
9.00am 

 

Captain Bludgeon shows his cannon to Princess Insatiable 
Bang Yurasov, Frances Heaven, Venus Mount, Willy Droop 

 
12.00pm 

 
Lunch Break 

 
1.00pm 

 

Hardcore Humpfest on the Good Ship Hispaniola 
Rod Shafter, Saggia Boobflesh, Wanda Whoppers, Venus Mount, 

Willy Droop 
 

4.00pm 
 

Afternoon Break 

 
4.30pm 

 

Jacquetta Hawkins Advert for the “Rod’s Rammer” Sex Toy 
Saggia Boobflesh, Venus Mount, Willy Droop 

 
5.00pm 

 
Finish for Day 

V 
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HOW THE GAME WORKS 

 
The original Full Party “Natural Porn Killers” merrymurder was designed for 
between 9 and 13 players.  In this version each player would represent a 
particular character and come to the party suitably dressed. 
 
This version of “Natural Porn Killers” has been specially adapted so that it can 
be played with a smaller number of players around a dining table. 
 
On the night of the party there will be between 4 and 8 players.  These 
players will be split into 4 teams, known as Team A, Team B, Team C and 
Team D respectively.  Each team will therefore contain either one or two 
players. 
 
Each team will be providing the voices of some of the characters: 
 

• Team A will be voicing Lieutenant Gulp.  They will also be asking all 
the questions. 
 

• Team B will be voicing the parts of Rod Shafter and Saggia Boobflesh. 
 

• Team C will be voicing the parts of Willy Droop and Frances Heaven. 
 

• Team D will be voicing the parts of Bang Yurasov and Wanda 
Whoppers. 

 
If there are two players in a team, they can each provide the voice of a 
suspect.  If there is only one player in a team, he or she will have to voice 
both a male and a female suspect. 
 
The game is played over 4 rounds.  During these rounds questions will be 
asked and answers revealed.  Clue items will be discovered that will help 
throw light on Venus Mount’s death.  And mystery witnesses will appear to 
offer unexpected evidence. 
 
At the end of the game everyone must give their opinion as to which of the six 
suspects committed the murder.  Lieutenant Gulp will then reveal the killer in 
a dramatic denouement speech.  Finally the killer(s) will confess. 
 
The whole game should take about 3 hours to play. 
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THE OTHER MERRYMURDER GAMES 

 

 
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM WWW.MERRYMURDER.COM 

 

 

CARDS ON THE TABLE 
4-5 players 

Slaughtering spades, homicidal hearts, death 
dealing diamonds and killer clubs. 

 

 

THE PUNGENT PUMPKIN POISONER 

8-10 players 
An impromptu murder mystery. 

DOWNLOADABLE FREE 

 

THE MURDER OF MRS WHYTE 
8-13 players 

A horticultural murder mystery, inspired by a 
famous board game. 

 

 

NATURAL PORN KILLERS 

4-8 or 9-12 players 
A murder mystery set in the world of blue movies 

- Adults only. 

 

TEN LITTLE VAMPIRES 
10 players 

Ten little vampires going out to dine, one choked 
his little self and then there were nine 

 

 

RANDY BUTT – RIP 
10-13 players 

A fantastic gay murder mystery – Lechery, lust, 
and copping off – Adults only. 

 

AN EASTER EXTRAVAGANZA 
5 - 10 or 11-15 players 

An egg inspired murder.  Who cracked open 
Sergei Shell’s head at his Easter Fair? 

 

 

DEATH BY DEPRECIATION 
11-16 players 

An accountancy murder.  Fatal finance, crooked 
accountants & murderous money. 

 

SING A LONG A SOUND OF MURDER 
11-17 players 

A murder mystery crossed with a musical.  Who 
killed Herr Zealot, head of the Nazis? 

 

 

THE WOMAN IN THE IRON MASK 
12-16 players  

A French Revolution mystery.  Louis XV’s 
mistresses & musketeers solve a beheading. 

 
 

THE WAKE FOR HUMPTY DUMPTY 
12-16 players 

Did Humpty fall?  Or was he pushed?  No one in 
Nursery Rhyme Town is shedding tears. 

 

 

THE MERRYMURDER PANTOCRIME 
12-18 players 

A murder mystery crossed with a pantomime. 
Good magic, bad jokes and ugly sisters. 

 

THE CUTTING IT KILLER 
13-16 players 

Sexing up the salon.  Hollywood hair styles.  
Drugs with the dyes.  And much, much more! 

 

 

SLAUGHTER AT THE CIRCUS 
13-18 players 

A tale of sabotage, diamonds, insatiable passion, 
lions, red noses, tarot and carcasses. 

 

MURDER AT THE NORTH POLE 
14-18 players 

Father Christmas?  Mrs Christmas?  Rudolph?  
One North Pole resident is a heartless killer… 

 

 

ORGY OF DEATH 
16-20 players 

A Roman murder mystery – Has a sex game 
gone wrong or is it murder.  Adults only. 

 

www.merrymurder.com 
 


